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Abstract 
Kwieciliski, M., A Griibner basis criterion for isomorphisms of algebraic varieties, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 74 (1991) 275-279. 
We prove an effective criterion to determine whether a given polynomial map of affinr 
algebraic sets is an isomorphism and if so- to compute the inverse. We also show how to 
compute the image of an algebraic set in any polynomial mapping. Both problems are tackled 
with the help of Griibner bases. The theorems presented here extend known results for 
polynomial automorphisms of affine spaces. 
1. Introduction, notation and terminology 
The purpose of this paper is to provide algorithmic solutions to the following 
problems. Throughout the paper we assume that k is an infinite field, F : k”’ + k” 
a polynomial mapping, V C k’” a nonempty algebraic set, P: , . . . , Ps a system of 
generators of its ideal Z(V). 
(1) Compute Z(F(V)) - the ideal of the Zariski closure of F(V). 
(2) Determine whether the restriction FIV : V+ F(V) is an isomorphism; if 
so - compute the inverse. (Recall that a polynomial mapping is called an iso- 
morphism if it is bijective and its inverse is also a polynomial mapping.) 
The answers to those two problems are given by Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. Our 
results are generalizations of known results for the case when V= k” - see [5,6]. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the notions of admissible ordering, 
Gr6bner basis and reduced Griibner basis (see [l-3] and references therein). Let 
us just point out that the notion of a reduced Griibner basis defined in [I] and [2] 
should not be mistaken for the notion of simplified Gr6bner basis defined in [3]. 
To simplify statements, the empty set will be considered to be a (reduced) 
Gr6bner basis of the zero ideal. 
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In addition to the notation from the beginning of the Introduction we shall 
denote X = (X,, . . . , X,,,), Y = (Y1,. . . , Y,), and consequently k[X], K[ Y], 
k[X, Y] are rings of polynomials over k in m, n, m + n variables respectively. 
V(Z) denotes the algebraic set generated by the ideal I, graph denotes the graph 
of a mapping and F,, . . . , F,* shall be the components of the mapping F. 
2. Helpful lemmata 
In this section we present two lemmata which play a crucial role in further 
considerations. 
Lemma 2.1. I( graph FI,) = (P,(X), . . . , P,(X), Y, - F,(X), . . . , Y,, - F,(X)). 
Lemma2.2. FixiE{l,... , m} and let Gi E k[Y]. Then Xi - Gi(F(X)) E Z(V) iff 
Xi - G,(Y) E I(graph FI,). 
To prove Lemma 2.1 consider the polynomial automorphism +(X, Y) = 
(X, Y - F(X)) of k” x k”. The restriction of + to graph Flv gives an isomorphism 
of graph FllJ and V x (0). The lemma then follows from the fact that the ideal of 
V x (0) in k[X, Y] is generated by Z(V) and Y1, . . . , m. The proof of Lemma 2.2 
is trivial. 
3. Orderings for the purpose 
We want Grobner bases of k[X, Y] to ‘separate’ the variables X and Y. Thus, 
following the technique of ‘tag variables’ (see [5]), we impose a condition on the 
admissible ordering of IV”‘” used. 
Definition 3.1. An admissible ordering of Nm+’ shall be called an m-separating 
ordering iff for all Q! EN” - {0}, p EN” - (0) we have (a, 0) > (0, p)- 
Example 3.2. If we are given admissible orderings of N” and N”, then the 
ordering defined by: (cu, p)<(~l!‘, p’) iff Q! C a or cy = a’ and p <P’ is an 
m-separating ordering of N” ? 
From elementary propertics of Grobner bases we deduce the following: 
Remark 3.3. If 93 is a Grobner basis (respectively the reduced Grobner basis) of 
an ideal I C k[X, Y] with respect to an m-separating ordering, then 9 n k[ Y] is a 
Grobner basis (respectively the reduced Grobner basis) of I n k[ Y] for the 
induced ordering of N”. 
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4. Computing the image 
In this section we describe the image of an algebraic set in a polynomial map, in 
terms of a Grobner basis of an ideal with given generators. Because there exist 
algorithms for computing Grobner Bases from a finite set of generators, the 
following proposition and corollary yield effective algorithms for computing the 
ideal of the image. 
Theorem 4.1. Let SI be a Grobner basis (respectively the reduced Griibner basis) 
of the ideal 
(P,(X), l l - 9 P,(X), Y, - F,(X), . . . , Y,l - F,(X)) 
with respect to some m-separating ordering. Then 9 n k[ Y] is a Griibner basis 
(respectively the reduced Grobner basis) of the ideal I( F(V)) C k[ Y] for the 
induced ordering of Ntl. In particular, F(V ) = k” iff 93 n k[ Y] = 8. 
Corollary 4.2. Zf B is a Grobner basis (respectively the reduced Grlibner basis) of 
the ideal (Y, - F,(X), . . . , Yn - F,(X)) with respect to some m-separating order- 
ing, then 9 n k[ Y] is a Grtibner basis (respectively the reduced Grtibner basis) of 
the ideal I(Im F) C k[ Y] for the induced ordering of N”. in particular, F is 
dominating iff %I n k[ Y] = 0. 
To prove Theorem 4.1 notice that Z(F(V)) = I( graph FI,) n k] Y] and apply 
Lemma 2.1 and Remark 3.3. The corollary follows from Theorem 4.1 applied to 
the case V= k”. 
5. Identifying isomorphisms 
Here, we present criteria for a given polynomial mapping to be an isomorphism 
and a method of computing the inverse. As in the previous section, the following 
theorem and corollary yield effective algorithms. 
Theorem 5.1. Let %I be the reduced Grtibner basis of the ideal 
I= (p,(x), . . . , p,(X), Y, - F,(X), . . . Y,, - F,,(X)) 
with respect to some m-separating ordering. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) FIv : V+ F(V) is an isomorphism. 
(2) F]v has a polynomial left inverse. 
(3) I contains polynomials of the type X, - G;(Y), . . . , X,,, - G:,,(Y). 
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(4) 63 is of the form 3 = Binverse U aimage 3 where ~inverse = {X, - G,(Y), 
. * l . xnl -G,,,(Y)} for some GiEk[Y] and Bimage=@ Or %imag={Ql(Y), 
. . . . Q,(Y)}, for some Qi E k[ Y]. 
Furthermore, if the above statements are true, then ~image is the reduced Grobner 
basis of I( F(V )) for the induced ordering and the Gi and GI are coordinates of the 
inverse. 
Before proving Theorem 5.1 we state two corollaries and sketch their proofs. 
Corollary 5.2. Zf m = n and .% is the reduced Grobner basis of the ideal I = 
(Y, - F;(X), . . . , Y,J - F,(X)) with respect to some m-separating ordering, then 
the foIdo wing statements are equivalent: 
(1) F is an automorphism of k”‘. 
(2) F has a polynomial left inverse. 
(3) I contains polynomials of the type X, - G,(Y), . . . , Xm - G,,,(Y). 
(4) 6B = (X, - G,(Y), . . . , X,,, - G,(Y)) for some Gi E k[ Y]. 
.Furthermore, if the above statements are true, then the Gi are coordinates of the 
in verse. 
To prove the above corollary apply Theorem 5.1 to the case m = n, V = km and 
observe that k”’ is not isomorphic with its prc per algebraic subset. Indeed, had it 
been the case, iterating the mapping F would yield an infinite strictly decreasing 
sequence of algebraic sets. 
The equivalence of (1) with (4) in the above corollary is a well-known theorem 
$? :4. van den Essen [6]. The proof presented there is different from ours. 
The process of computing a redu-ed Grobner basis does not depend on field 
extensions. Hence, from Proposition 5.1 we obtain the following corollary. A 
different proof for the case m = n, V = k”’ may be found in [4]. 
Corollary 5.3. Let k be an extension of the field k. Let F : I?” * it’ be the natural 
extension of the mapping F. Furthermore, let f be the Zariski closure of V in km. 
Then & : f-E is an isomorphism iff FI v : V+ F(V) is an isomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. (1) 3 (2) is trivial. To prove (2) + (3) notice that if GI are 
coordinates of the left inverse, then Xi - G](F(X)) E Z(V), hence by Lemi Ia 2.2 
and Lemma 2.1 we obtain that Xi - G:(Y) E I. (3) 3 (4) follows from the 
definition of the reduced Grijbner basis and m-separating ordering. Hence, only 
(4) 3 (1) and the concluding remarks remain to be proved. The fact that Bimage is 
the reduced Grobner basis of Z( F(V)) follows directly from Theorem 4.1. Let 
G : k” 9 k”’ be the mapping with coordinates Gi. We first prove that G(F(V)) C 
V. Indeed, if y E F(V), then Qi( y) = l l - = Q,< y) = 0, hence (G(Y), Y) E VW = 
graph Flv from Lemma 2.1 and so G(y) E V. Now we show that G]m is indeed 
the inverse of Flv. By Lemma 2.2, Xi - Gi(F(X)) E Z(V) for i = 1,. . . , m, hence 
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w=-- FtVj is the left inverse of FI,. It remains to prove that it is the right inverse. 
Indeed, by Lemma 2.1, I = I( graph G Im). Hence, by the fact that Yj - F,(X) E 
I and Lemma 2.2 we obtain yi - F,!G( Y)) E I(F(V)) as desired. To finish the 
proof of the theorem, it remains to be shown that GI are also coordinates of the 
inverse. This follows from the simple observation that 
I=(X,-G:(Y),...,X,,,-G;,,(Y),Q,(Y),...,Q,<Y>,. •I 
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